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Wind Wave Breaking from Micro to Macroscale
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Abstract. The patterns of naturally occurring wind wave breakers of various

scales are investigated experimentally in controlled laboratory conditions. The

observations were made in a large wind wave tank for a wide range of fetches

and wind speeds, using a laser sheet and a high-resolution side-looking video

camera. For short wind wave fields, we found that gravity-capillary waves of

wavelength less than 10 cm exhibit almost systematically a train of capillary

ripples at the front of wave crest, but no wave breakdown. Microscale breaking

takes place for waves longer than 10 cm and may be characterized by the

occurrence of a very localized surface disruption on the forward face of the crest

after wavefront steepening. This crest breakdown generates turbulent motions in

water but no bubbles. Unexpectedly, plunging wave breaking with the formation

of a crest bulge, a microjet hitting the water surface and a splash-up is found to

occur for short gravity waves just longer than 20 cm. Finally, macroscale spilling

breaking is characterized by the development at the wave crest of multiple small

plunging water jets and splashes-up, generating protuberances and wavy

disturbances at the water surface and causing substantial air entrainment in water.

Key Words: wave breaking, wave profile, wind waves, plunging breaking,

spilling breaking.

1. Introduction

Wave breaking commonly observed at the sea surface affects waves over a

wide range of length scales, from a few centimeters at low to moderate wind

speeds to more than one hundred meter at very strong winds (Banner and

Peregrine 1993, Melville 1996, Duncan 2001). As an efficient source of vortical

motions and bubbles which increases mixing and air entrainment in the upper

surface water layer, wave breaking plays a crucial role in enhancing poorly soluble

gas exchanges at the air-sea interface. The geometric properties of steady or wave-

focused breaking waves and the related phenomena at the wave crest such as the

generation of parasitic capillaries or the formation of a plunging jet have been

rather well described over the last decades, both experimentally by using
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mechanically-generated waves or by means of numerical simulations (see for

instance Ermakov et al. 1986, Bonmarin 1989, Duncan et al. 1999, Hung and Tsai

2009; Xue et al. 2001). However, the real wave fields are broadband and the basic

features of naturally occurring wind wave breakers of various scales as observed at

sea or even in laboratory vary greatly. Therefore, these features are far from being

identified up to now.

The present work reports the first results of an experimental investigation of

breaking wind wave surface motions carried out in the large IRPHE-Luminy wind

wave tank for a wide range of wind speeds and fetches. Using visualizations of

longitudinal surface wave profiles, the wave breaker signatures observed for

capillary-gravity to gravity-scale wind wave fields are first described qualitatively.

The ranges of scales for which occur wave microbreaking and breaking processes

are determined and a number of kinematical and dynamical wave features

associated with these breaking events is reported shortly.

2. Experiments

Wind wave field observations were carried out in the large Marseille-Luminy

wind-wave facility comprising a 40 m long, 2.6 m wide and 0.9 m deep water tank

and an air recirculating channel of 1.5 m height at the test section. Visualizations

of surface wind wave profiles along the wind direction at a distance of 40 cm from

the tank sidewall were made by means of a vertical plane light sheet and a high-

resolution (or fast-speed) monochrome digital video camera looking down through

the glass sidewindow with a tilt angle of 8°. The light sheet was generated by a 4

W Ar+ laser and the water was seeded by fluorescein dye for sharpening the light

contrast of the air-water interface. The images of size 2000×640 pixels,

corresponding approximately to a field of view of 23 cm in the horizontal direction

and a pixel resolution of 0.116 mm, were captured at a frame rate of 15 Hz

(respectively 1024×512 pixels and 400 Hz). To extract the wave profiles from the

images, an original software based on a Canny edge detection method was

developed. The corresponding longitudinal wave slope signals were then obtained

by taking the derivative of the wave contours after 11 pixels windowed filtering.

The experiments were performed at 4 fetches between 2 and 26 m, and for 6 to

9 wind speeds ranging from 3 to 12 m/s. In addition to wave visualizations,

measurements of wave elevation and wave slopes in two directions were

performed by means of two capacitance wave probes and a single-point laser slope

optical system located at the immediate vicinity of the laser sheet. The air flow

velocity field and the surface wind stress were monitored by a Pitot tube and X-

wire probes. For each wind and fetch condition, six to eight series of 300 images

were recorded simultaneously with the wind velocity, wave elevation and surface
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slope signals.

3. Wave profile analysis

Figure 1 displays a typical sideview of the wave field as captured by the high-

resolution video camera (Figure 1a) combined with two graphs with records of

five successive wave contours and the respective longwise wave slope signals

(Figures 1b and 1c). The number of the wave profile corresponding to the image

displayed in Figure 1a is given in the image left bottom corner. Such wave

profiles are characteristic of wave fields with a few centimeter scale dominant

waves observed at moderate wind speeds at the entrance of the water tank (a wider

view from above of the various wave fields described here can be found in

Caulliez and Collard, 1999, Figure 2; this reference will be denoted hereafter

CC99). In the present case, the wave height is of order of 1 mm and the average

wavelength is 3.5 cm. The successive wave contours show that these capillary-

gravity wave motions exhibiting typical round crests and sharper troughs are rather

random both in scale and height. Furthermore, each wave profile is only poorly

correlated with the previous one observed 66 ms before. This corroborates the fact

that the wave field is widely distributed both in scale and in wave propagation

direction as shown in CC99. In spite of their tinyness, the wave motions exhibit

quite high slopes on both sides of the deeper troughs, then reaching values of± 0.

5 (i.e. ± 30°). When visualized the whole set of images recorded for these wave

field conditions and the related wave contours, no manifestation of surface

disruption resulting from the trough collapse and the formation of one bubble is

however visible. For such capillary-gravity waves, this phenomenon arises when

the water surface of both sides of the trough becomes vertical and then touches, as

described by Chen and Saffman (1980). Thus, these observations would indicate

that such a singular wave breakdown cannot occur at this stage of wave

development, even when wave fields are strongly forced by wind.

Figure 2 presents in a similar plot wave profiles observed at 5 m/s wind speed

and 6 m fetch. This wave field is representative of the next stage of wind wave

development, the water surface being covered by gravity-capillary waves with

conspicuous parasitic capillaries at the front of the crests and forming rhombic

patterns (CC99). The analysis of wave contours and the related longitudinal wave

slopes reveals a distinct pattern: almost all waves exhibit an asymmetric crest with

a characteristic round bulge at the wavefront and a train of well-shaped ripples

developing ahead. The amplitude and the wavelength of these ripples decrease

with the distance to the bulge toe. Furthermore, these gravity-capillary waves of

about 6 cm in wavelength and 0.5 cm in height propagate at a very robustly

constant phase speed, of order of 40 cm/s. This feature is illustrated in Figure 2 by
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plotting a straight line linking the downward zero crossings of the successive wave

slope signals, i.e. the x location of the points of maximum wave crest elevation.

Note that this phase speed estimate corresponds to the longwise component only.

The wave slope records also show that the trains of capillary waves generally

include at least four ripples of wavelength shorter than approximately 6 mm. The

highest negative slope of order one is observed at the bulge front of the dominant
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Figure 1 Longitudinal wave profiles observed in the large wind

wave tank at 2.0 m fetch and 5.5 m/s wind speed: a) Typical

image viewed from the side by the camera, the wind blowing

from left to right; b) Wave contours extracted from five

successive realizations captured at 66 ms time interval (time

increases from bottom to top and the zero shift of each

contour is given by the y-axis scale); c) Longitudinal wave

slope of the respective numbered contours.
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Figure 2 Longitudinal wave profiles at 6 m fetch and 5.0 m/s

wind speed: idem as Figure 1.



wave crest or sometimes, at the first ripple wavefront. It is quite remarkable that

for most capillary wavetrains, the two first ripples move at the same speed as the

dominant wave crest (this can be visualized in the same way as above, the straight

line linking the ripple crest abscissas remaining parallel to those linking the

dominant wave crests). This quasi-steady wave behavior strongly suggests that the

formation of capillaries is due to the development of nonlinear resonant interaction

between the dominant gravity-capillary waves and the capillary waves propagated

ahead as recently described in detail by Hung and Tsai (2009). This justifies

entirely the attribute “parasitic” in referring to such capillary waves even when

generated by gravity-capillary wind waves. It also would mean that the surface

motions observed in these conditions keep very likely a fully wavy behavior

because most of the energy provided to wave field by wind is dissipated by

capillaries (Tsai and Hung, 2010). Thus, the air-water interface disruption is

prevented.

Wave profiles typical of longer gravity-capillary wind wave fields are shown

in Figure 3. These waves of 12 cm in average wavelength were observed at 6 m

fetch and 7 m/s wind speed. Visual observations of the water surface and a more
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Figure 3 Longitudinal wave profiles observed at 6 m fetch and

7.0 m/s wind speed: idem as Figure 1 except that the five

images corresponding to the five wave contours given in b)

are displayed in a). The arrows indicate the microbreaking

wave crest.



detailed wave profile analysis show that such wave fields are similar to those of

shorter scale described previously as both exhibit three-dimensional gravity-

capillary waves with asymmetric round crest and a train of capillaries propagating

forwards. However, these ripples are noticeably shorter and of smaller height, not

exceeding 5 mm and 0.8 mm for the most prominent ones. The wavetrains are

composed of a smaller number of parasitic waves, generally 3 within the limit of

the actual image resolution (see for instance the capillaries rippling the first crest

of wave profile 4 in Figure 3). As for the shorter waves, the highest negative x

wave slope, of order one, is observed on the forward face of the dominant wave

crest just before the bulge toe. However, occasionally steeper dominant crest

wavefront can be found, generally following downstream by random short-scale

surface disturbances rather than a regular capillary wavetrain. The shape of the

second wave crest of profiles 3 and 4 in Figure 3 (marked by the arrows) illustrates

quite well this wave feature. The related odd surface slope signatures strongly

suggest the occurrence of a localized breakdown of the gravity-capillary wave

crest. Such events generate turbulent motions in air and water flows and a rough

zone at the interface and can be identified as microbreakings. For such events too,

the water surface no longer remains a streamline but the turbulent motions and the

associated pressure fluctuations are not large enough for generating bubbles. As a

matter of fact, no bubbles were detected for such wave fields, neither by observing

visually the water surface nor from a survey of all wave images. Note that from a

dynamical viewpoint, the microbreaking wave crest moves at a faster phase speed

than the wave crest and the wave trough immediately upstream, as clearly seen in

Figure 3 (here, the wave crest moves at 59 cm/s rather than 54.5 cm/s).

Figure 4 displays four successive wave images observed at 13 m fetch and 6

m/s wind speed, as well as the related wave contours and x surface slopes. In such

conditions, the short gravity wave field is characterized by an average wavelength

of 18 cm and a significant height of 2 cm. As shown only partly in this figure due

to the limited size of the field of view, the wave field appears to be composed of

two main types of waves. First, waves of shape very similar to those of the gravity-

capillary waves described previously, i.e. waves with a round bulge and a train of

capillaries propagating on the forward face of the crest, occur recurrently at the

water surface. They generally coincide with the shortest waves of the wave field,

sometimes of very small amplitude, as for instance the first wave crest of profile 4

displayed in Figure 4. In this case, steady short ripples of less than 5 mm in

wavelength propagate at the front of the wave crest but are short-lived, evolving

during hardly one dominant wave period. Second, waves of more pyramidal shape

but slightly asymmetric often arise at the water surface, generally inside the most

pronounced wave groups. Therefore, they are the highest and longest waves in the

wave field. From time to time, it occurs that their crest wavefront steepens and
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breaks down, thus creating turbulent motions in water and large irregular

disturbances on the forward face of the wave. Such surface manifestations of water

turbulence can be seen in the two last wave images displayed in Figures 4.a3 and

a4. Just prior to breakdown, a train of very tiny and short capillaries may be

generated on the forward face of the wave crest but a round crest bulge is not ever

discernable, presumably due to three-dimensional effects (Figures 4.a1 and a2).

The wave crest breakdown itself may generate short-lived irregular surface

protuberances and more long-lived trains of large-scale ripples. No more than one

bubble however can be detected per sequence of 300 images. One can also notice

that the breaking wave crest moves at a constant phase speed without any

acceleration during its steepening phase, but the velocity is a little higher than

those of the wave trough just upstream.

The short gravity wave fields associated with the further stages of wave

development by wind as observed in the water tank are of longer wavelength than

the width of the camera field of view, so only portions of single wave profiles can

be analyzed from the available wave images. Accordingly, the average wavelength

is determined only approximately from wave elevation time series. In addition, the
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Figure 4 Longitudinal wave profiles observed at 13 m fetch

and 6.0 m/s wind speed: idem as Figure 1 except that four

images and the related four wave contours and x wave slope

signals are given in a), b) and c). The arrows indicate the

microbreaking wave crest.



variability and the complexity of wave motions observed in a set of images

increase, making the comprehensive analysis of wave fields more difficult to

perform. So, in the rest of the paper, only two striking wave breaking events which

occur for waves of roughly 25 cm and 75 cm in wavelength will be described

qualitatively. The first sequence of images presented in Figure 5 was observed at

13 m fetch and 8 m/s wind speed and shows a sort of “plunging” breaking, i.e. a

quite unexpected phenomenon because it concerns a very short wave. As seen in

Figure 5.a1, the initial breaking stage is characterized by the occurrence of an

almost overturning wave crest exhibiting a very pronounced bulge on its upper

forward face. Note that the edge detection method used here does not enable to
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detect the reversed slope contour seen in the image, so the detailed shape of the

bulge is not well-described by the respective wave elevation and wave slope

signals. Note also that the wave crest is preceded by a remarkably flat trough. In

the second image (Figure 5.a2), the crest protrusion evolves forwards until it gives

rise to a small water jet projecting out from the mid part of the wave front face and

impacting the water surface slightly ahead of the crest. The dark zone observed

between the small jet and the wavefront suggests the formation of a little cavity of

air. This plunging microjet generates a small water splash-up impacting in turn the

water surface further downstream (Figures 5.a2 and a3). The wave crest

breakdown develops until the fluid ejections degenerate into a patch of turbulence

spreading inside the upper water flow and marked at the surface by small round

bumps and wavy roughness (Figure 5.a4). Note that the succession of phenomena

visualized in Figure 5 lasts 0.2 s, i.e. roughly half a wave period. Compared to

what happens for shorter waves, it seems that at the later stage of the wave

breakdown (profiles 3 and 4), the crest moves at a slightly higher velocity than

those observed at the initial stage of breaking (profiles 1 and 2), as indicated by the

straight line plotted in Figure 5c. On the contrary, the maximum (negative) mean

slope of the crest wavefront is reached at the onset of breaking, then it decreases

from -0.75 for the first profile to -0.35 for the third one. At last, just mention that in

spite of the occurrence of such plunging wave breaking at these wind and fetch

conditions, only few bubbles are seen at the water surface, visually or by watching

the wave images.

Figure 6 presents a sequence of wave images recorded by the fast-speed video

camera at 26 m fetch and 12 m/s and showing the development of a spilling wave

breaking in its most active phase. The average wavelength of this wind-generated

gravity wave field is approximately 75 cm. This figure clearly shows that

macroscale spilling breaking can be seen as a succession of small plunging water

jet and splash-up events, associated with substantial air entrainment in water and

spray generation in air. Thus, in the first snapshot of Figure 6, one can easily

distinguish a well-formed plunging microjet at the crest wavefront. The microjet is

hitting the water surface and thus generates a small splash-up ahead it. By

visualizing the previous images, it seems that the microjet is not the first one

created during this breaking event as those have already started upstream. Further

downstream, the rather flat wave trough exhibits just small undulations, very likely

due to capillary-gravity waves generated directly by wind, and thus does not

appear to be affected by the breakdown of the following crest. The second image

shows the same microjet and the associated splash-up at a later stage of

development, both ejections being sustained by new fluid when the wave crest

moves downstream. One can notice formation of a mixture of air and water at the

point of impact of the jet and inside the splash-up, this bubbly fluid of white color
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being even recycling in the secondary splash-up rising ahead the first one. The

four following images shows the emergence of a single microjet and its

development during a rather long period. Note that owing to the variability of the

turbulent water flow just below the wave crest surface, the fluid ejection certainly

varies in time. In fact, the instantaneous velocity field results from complex

interaction processes between surface motions and the air flow above as well as

the wave motions and the water turbulence itself. An idea of the stress intensity

exerted by such a gale-force wind on the surface is revealed when noticed in all

Figure 6 images the presence of many spray droplets and even spumes torn out the

fluid ejections as white “smoke” blowing into the air. Finally, respectively in the

third and the last images, a thin water film and a round bubble piercing the surface

are seen, indicating that the bubbles formed by dislocation of air cavities

embedded in fluid ejections or air entrainment into water at the microjet impact

points then burst at the water surface on the rear of the wave crest.
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Figure 6 Snapshots of a spilling breaking wave recorded by

the fast-speed video camera at 26 m fetch and 12.0 m/s wind

speed, and captured at the respective times: a): 0 ms, b):

3.75 ms, c): 7.75 ms, d): 10.75 ms, e): 13.75 ms, f): 17.75

ms. The wave has a wavelength of approximately 75 cm.



4. Discussion and concluding remarks

The detailed investigation of the wave profile images recorded in the large

wind-wave tank for a wide range of wind and fetch conditions enables us to get a

better insight into the type of breaking or more extensively the type of dissipation

phenomena acting on wind waves of centimeter to decimeter scales, as shown

schematically in Figure 7. First, let us recall that wave breaking can be associated

with a water surface disruption which occurs when fluid particles initially at the

surface escape it. During such an event, the water surface does not remain a wave

streamline. It appears from the qualitative analysis performed above that wave

breaking affects only short wind waves of wavelength larger than approximately

10 cm. For waves of shorter scale, wave dissipation by viscosity would impede

wave growth efficiently enough for preventing waves of reaching a nonlinear

shape with a singular point, even when strongly forced by wind. In that respect, we

distinguish capillary-gravity waves of wavelength smaller than about 5 cm on

which viscous dissipation acts directly from short gravity-capillary waves for

which the wave energy is dissipated through the generation of parasitic capillaries.

From another viewpoint, the water surface particle velocities induced by such

wave motions at the crest, of order of few centimeters (see for instance Hogan,
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1985; Hung and Tsai, 2009), are too small for reaching the wave phase speed and

then inducing breaking. Finally, note also that as soon as their wave steepness

increases, such short wind waves are subject to a fast nonlinear frequency

downshifting phenomenon. For gravity-capillary waves of wavelength higher than

10 cm, it seems that a kind of very localized wave breakdown might occur at the

wave crest when the wavefront becomes steep enough. To explain this change in

behavior, one possibility would be that the capillaries generated by such longer

waves are too small for inducing wave dissipation at a rate large enough and then,

a breaking process may occur when the wave steepness increases. However the

existence of such breaking events has to be confirmed by further investigation, in

particular with images of higher resolution. The breaking phenomenon which

appears for short gravity waves at a wavelength just below 20 cm is more

distinctive, inasmuch as surface manifestations of the turbulent motions generated

in water can be clearly detected. Such microscale wave breakdown that generate

turbulent motions but no bubbles in water can be designated as microbreaking. At

this stage of the discussion, it should be mentioned however that for a given wind

wave field, different types of breaking or wave dissipation processes can coexist at

the water surface as waves which evolve in wave groups and three-dimensional

patterns, exhibit highly variable wavelengths, typically in a range of ± 50 %

around the average value.

Macroscale breaking with generation of significant turbulence patches in

water and bubbles starts to occur for gravity waves just longer than 20 cm.

Moreover, contrarily to the numerical results obtained previously by Tulin (1996),

these observations reveals that plunging wave breaking with formation of a crest

bulge, a microjet and a splash-up can occur even for very short gravity waves. One

reason of this apparent discrepancy may come from the unavoidable

contamination of the water surface by surfactants which modifies slightly gravity

wave breaking processes as strikingly shown by Liu and Duncan (2003) for

mechanically-generated meter-scale waves. Finally, this investigation corroborates

the fact that sporadic or more persistent spilling gravity wave breaking as

commonly seen at the water surface for moderate to strong winds consists of a

succession of water ejections taking place at the forward face of the wave crest and

resulting from the formation of fluid microjets and splashes-up. The trapped air

inside the embedded fluid ejection cavities or the air bubbles entrained at the

microjet impact points then creates a white mixture of air and water at the bumpy

top of the wave crest. Contrary to the common beliefs, our wave image analysis

suggests that wind speed has no clear direct impact on the nature of wave

breaking, the later being primarily controlled by the dominant wave scale. The

wind speed should however determine directly the frequency of occurrence and

the time duration of the breaking events.
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